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[57] ABSTRACT

A golf club head with a shortened hosei and extended ferrule

including a hollow body having a ball striking walL and a
top wall extending rearwardly from the ball striking walL 71 f\
The hosei extends downwardly from the top wall with a ^ -~~>

shaft receiving bore therein, and extends upwardly from the \ •/"H
top surface of the club a much shorter distance than con- ~S 02 ^£
ventional with a flat top surface much larger than normal and ^0 rx\
an annular outer surface that flares sharply outwardly. The 1 ^ ^
ferrule head in some embodiments has a larger than normal ^ ~"

'
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lower surface equal in size and shape to the hosei top surface ^\ o
with an outer surface that curves sharply outwardly and — ^ rn
downwardly in lower portions thereof in a smooth transition g O
into the hosei outer surface. The top of the hosd bore is ~r

~~" CD
chamfered, and the ferrule is epoxied not only to the inserted ^ °^ '^L
shaft but also to the enlarged hosei top surface to increase the ;p r-o pn
hosei' s ability to absorb side loading from the inserted shaft ^ §| O
In several embodiments, the lower surface of the ferrule has o
an annular flange that seats in a counter bore in the club S
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